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Introduction. A well known theorem of Bertini-Enriques on reducible lin-

ear systems of Fr_i's on an algebraic Vr (i.e., linear systems in which each

element is a reducible VT-i) states that any such system, if free from fixed

components, is composite with a pencil. The usual geometric proof of this

theorem is based on another theorem of Bertini, to the effect that the general

Vr-i of a linear system cannot have multiple points outside the singular locus

of the variety Vr and the base locus of the system. This geometric proof has

been subsequently completed and presented by van der Waerden under an

algebraic form [3].

In this paper we give a new proof of the theorem of Bertini on reducible

linear systems and we also extend this theorem to irrational pencils, i.e., pen-

cils of genus p>0. Our proof does not make use of the second theorem of

Bertini just quoted. In the case of pencils (linear or irrational), we first ob-

serve that a pencil {W] on Vr is defined by a field P of algebraic functions

of one variable which is a subfield of the field 2 of rational functions on Vr.

The whole proof is then essentially based on the simple remark that the pencil

{ W\ is composite with another pencil { W}, defined by a field P, if and only if P

is a subfield of P. This property is a straightforward consequence of the geo-

metric definition of composite pencils. As a matter of fact we prefer to define

composite pencils by this property. At any rate, it is then true that a pencil

{W} is non-composite if and only if the corresponding field P is maximally

algebraic in S. In the light of this approach to the question, the theorem of

Bertini on reducible pencils is almost a direct consequence of the well known

fact that an irreducible algebraic variety V, over a ground field K, is abso-

lutely irreducible if K is maximally algebraic in the field of rational functions

on V.

In the case of linear systems of dimension > 1 the proof is even simpler,

provided use is made of a certain lemma (Lemma 5). This lemma is, however,

of interest in itself.

A sizable portion of the paper (Part I) is devoted to the development of

the concept of a pencil and of the basic properties of pencils in the abstract

case of an arbitrary ground field (of characteristic zero).
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I. Pencils of Fr_i's on a Vr

1. Divisors of the first kind. Let V be an irreducible algebraic r-dimen-

sional variety in a projective w-space, over an arbitrary ground field K of

characteristic zero. We shall assume that V is normal in the projective

space(2). Let S be the field of rational functions on V. Since V is normal,

any irreducible (r — l)-dimensional subvariety T of V defines a prime divisor

13 of S, i.e., an homomorphic mapping of 2 upon (Si, »), where Si is the

field of rational functions on T. There is also an associated (r— l)-dimensional

valuation B of S/K, whose valuation ring 2 is the quotient ring <2(r) of T(3).

It is well known that B (being of dimension r — 1) is a discrete valuation of

rank 1, i.e., its value group is the group of integers. If rj is an element of S

and if its value VbM in the valuation B is a (a a positive, negative, or zero in-

teger), we shall say that v has order a at the prime divisor "p, or along the variety

T. We shall also say that rj vanishes to order a at ^3, or along T, if a>0, and

that r\ is infinite to the order —aafty, or along Y, if a <0.

The prime divisors $ defined as above, by means of irreducible subvarie-

ties of V of dimension r— 1, shall be referred to as divisors of the first kind {with

respect to F(4)). Dealing with the given normal variety V, we shall only deal

with prime divisors of the first kind with respect to V. Concerning these we

state the following well known theorem (Krull [l, p. 137, Vollständigkeits-

eigenschaft]) :

(2) For the definition of normal varieties see our paper [4, p. 279, 283]. Our assumption

implies that V is normal in the affine space, for any choice of the hyperplane at infinity. It is this

weaker condition that really matters in our present treatment, rather than the condition that V

be normal in the projective space. The restriction to normal varieties (either in the projective

or in the above affine sense) is a sound principle from the standpoint of birational geometry.

We have proved, in fact, that normal varieties exist in every class of birationally equivalent

varieties. We have also associated with any given variety V a definite class of projectively re-

lated normal varieties, the derived normal varieties of V [4, p. 292], and therefore results proved

for these can be readily restated as results concerning the original V. Finally, we point out that

the class of varieties which are normal in the above affine sense includes the class of varieties

which are free from singularities (in the projective space).

(3) We choose as hyperplane at infinity any hyperplane which does not contain r. Let

fr, * • • , i« be the nonhomogeneous coordinates of the general point of V. Since the subvariety T

is not at infinity, it is given by a prime ideal p of the ring o = k[^i, • • ■ , £»]. This ideal is (r —1)-

dimensional and is minimal in o. Since V is normal, the ring o is integrally closed in its quotient

field S. Therefore the quotient ring Op (= Q(r)) is a valuation ring 2. The residue field of the corre-

sponding valuation B is the quotient field of the residue class ring o/p, and hence coincides

with Si. The homomorphic mapping of 8 upon Si defines the prime divisor ^ß.

(4) The notion of a prime divisor of the second kind with respect to V is defined as follows.

Any prime divisor of S is by definition a homomorphic mapping of S upon (Si, =»), where Si

is a field of algebraic functions of r — 1 variables. By a proper choice of the hyperplane at infinity

we may arrange matters so that none of the coordinates £i is mapped upon the symbol °o. The

elements of the ring o (see Footnote 3) which are mapped upon the zero element of S form then

a prime ideal p in o, and this prime ideal defines an irreducible subvariety r of V. If r is of di-

mension r—1, then our divisor ^5 is of the first kind and is uniquely determined by r. If T is
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If an dement 77 of 2 is transcendental over K, then the set of prime divisors

of the first kind along which 17 is infinite is finite and non-empty.

A divisor of the first kind will be by definition a power product

Sl = <$il • ■ ■ ̂ Pä\ where $1, ■ • • , $a are prime divisors of the first kind and

where oti, ■ ■ ■ , an are positive, negative, or zero integers. If all the a are

positive integers or zero, then 31 is said to be an integral divisor.

21 is said to be a principal divisor if there exists an element r; in the field 2

such that 7] has order a; at <*T3i (i = 1, 2, ■ • • , h) and order 0 at any other prime

divisor of the first kind. Notation: 21 = (17).

2. Definition of a pencil. Let P be a subfield of 2 containing the ground

field K and being of degree of transcendency 1 over K. By means of such a sub-

field P we proceed to define a collection { W\ of (r— l)-dimensional subvarie-

ties W of V, and namely one W for each place, or prime divisor, of P/K.

Given an (r— l)-dimensional irreducible subvariety T of V, let ^ be the

corresponding prime divisor of 2/K and let B be the valuation defined by 13.

The valuation B induces a valuation B\ in the field P. The valuation B\ is

either the trivial valuation, in which every element of P (different from 0)

has value zero, or Bi is a non-trivial valuation. In the first case, the mapping

of P in the divisor is an isomorphism. In the second case, P is mapped by 13

homorphically upon a field which is algebraic overK. This mapping defines a

place, or a prime divisor p of P/K; it is the prime divisor which is also directly

defined by the non-trivial valuation Bi. We say in this second case that the

irreducible (r — l)-dimensional subvariety V, or the corresponding prime di-

visor ty, corresponds to the place p of P/K.

It is not difficult to see that there is at most a. finite number of irreducible

Vr-i's which correspond to a given place p of P/K. In fact, let t be an element

of P whose order at the place p is positive. Then it is clear that the prime di-

visors of the first kind which correspond to p must be among those prime fac-

tors of the principal divisor (t) whose exponents are positive. The number of

such prime factors is finite, since, by a previously stated theorem, l/t is in-

finite only at a finite number of prime divisors of the first kind.

We shall see later that to each place p there corresponds at least one irreduc-

ible Vr-i on V.

Let Ti, • • • , Tm be the irreducible Vr-i's on V which correspond to the

of dimension less than r—1, then 'iß is of the second kind with respect to V. There exist infinitely

many prime divisors ^ß of the second kind leading to one and the same irreducible subvariety r

of dimension <r — 1.

ft is well known that a prime divisor "iß of S/K defines a discrete valuation B of S, of rank 1.

The valuation ring 2 of B is the set of all elements of S which are mapped upon elements of Si.

Our condition on the choice of the hyperplane at infinity implies that oC?. The subvariety T

is called the center of the valuation B on V. A prime divisor ^ß of S/K is of the first kind with re-

spect to V if and only if the center of the valuation defined by ^ß is a subvariety of V of dimen-

sion f—i (and not less).
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given place p of P/K. Let t be a uniformizing parameter at p. We attach to

each r< a multiplicity ht: namely, hi shall be the order to which t vanishes along

Ti. It is clear that hi is a positive integer and that it is independent of the

choice of the uniformizing parameter r(6). We regard the variety

Wp = kiTi + ■ ■ ■ + hmYm

as the total subvariety of V which corresponds to the place p. We define the

pencil { W\ as the totality of all Wv obtained as p varies on the Riemann sur-

face of P/K.
3. Adjunction of indeterminates. In order to derive the basic properties

of pencils, we proceed to give an explicit construction of the pencil { W\ based

on Kronecker's method of indeterminates. Let £i, • • ■ , £„ be, as before, the

nonhomogeneous coordinates of the general point of F(6). We introduce the

r — \ forms:

Vi = «tili + • • • + «i»Sn,        i = 1, 2, ■ • • , r — 1,

where the n{r— 1) elements Utj are indeterminates. These indeterminates we

adjoin to the field 2, getting a field 2* = 2( [»n\) = 2(wn, • • • , ur-i,n)- The

field 2* is a pure transcendental extension of 2, of degree of transcendency

n{r — 1) over 2. We also consider the fields:

P* = P({«,7}, {,.}),

K* = K(im]).

The elements r/i, • • • , r/r_i are algebraically independent over the field T({ui,-}).

For, if tji, ■ ■ • , 7jr_i and the «,-,- satisfied an algebraic relation with coeffi-

cients in P, then by specializing the uih Uif—£K, we could get an algebraic

relation over P between any r — 1 of the elements £s(7). This is impossible,

since 2 is of degree of transcendency f—1 over P.

From the algebraic independence of the rji it follows that 2* and P* have

the same degree of transcendency over K, and that P* is of degree of tran-

scendency 1 over K*. Hence:

(5) If t' is another uniformizing parameter at p, then t'/t has order zero at p, and conse-

quently t'It has also order zero along r,-.

(6) Generally speaking, the proper procedure would have been to use the homogeneous co-

ordinates of the general point of V (Zariski [4, p. 284]), thus avoiding special considerations for

divisors of infinity (i.e., prime divisors of the first kind, at which at least one of the elements {<

is infinite and which therefore correspond to the irreducible components of the section of V

with the hyperplane at infinity), However, the use of homogeneous coordinates would have re-

quired introductory definitions and proofs concerning homogeneous prime divisors and similar

concepts associated with homogeneous coordinates. The size of such an introduction would be

out of proportion to the limited object of this paper. We therefore prefer to deal with nonhomo-

geneous coordinates, also because in the present case the special considerations for the divisors

at infinity are very simple and brief.

(') See van der Waerden [2, lemma on page 17].
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2* is an algebraic extension of P*. 7/K* is taken as ground field, then P* is

afield of algebraic functions of one variable. ■

Given a prime divisor p of the field P/K, we shall want to extend p to a

prime divisor of the field P*/K*. This extension is based on the following

lemma, which we shall use also later on in a different connection:

Lemma 1. Let q*= Q.{x\, ■ ■ • , xm) be a pure transcendental extension of a

field q {i.e. algebraically independent over fl). Given a valuation

B of Q,, there exists one and only one extended valuation B* of fi* such that the

B*-residues of Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xm are ^ <x and are algebraically independent over the

residue field of B.

Proof. Let B* be a valuation of fl* satisfying the conditions of the lemma,

and let -q*=f(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xm)/g{xu • • ■ , xm), f, gE Ö[*i, • • • , xn], be an arbi-

trary element of fl*. Some of the coefficients of the rational function f/g may

have negative values in B. However, if we divide through / and g by a coeffi-

cient of minimum value, we get a rational function whose coefficients have

finite 75-residues, not all zero. We may assume then that the rational function

f/g already satisfies this condition. Let us assume that the -B-residues of the

coefficients of the denominator g are all zero. Then the 75*-residue of

g(x%, ■ • ■ , xm) is zero, since the -B*-residues of x%, • ■ • , xm are ^ =°. On the

other hand, the .B-residues of the coefficients of the numerator / are neces-

sarily not all zero. Hence the -B*-residue of / is different from zero, since the

ü*-residues of 3C\) ' • Xm 3,1*6 algebraically independent over the residue field

of B. Consequently the 7>*-residue of v* is <*>.

On the other hand, assuming that the .B-residues of the coefficients of g

are not all zero, we conclude in a similar fashion that the i?*-residue of g is

t^O, while the 5*-residue of / is ^ °°. Hence the 2?*-residue of 77* is ^ <x>.

Hence the valuation ring 2* of B* consists of all quotients f/g such that the

B-residues of the coefficients are all finite and the B-residues of the coefficients of

g are not all zero. This shows that B* is uniquely determined. On the other

hand, the set of all such quotients is a ring S* satisfying the condition that

if tj*CJI8*, then l/r;*CS*- Hence 2* is a valuation ring. It is then immediately

seen that the corresponding valuation B* of ß* is an extension of B (i.e.,

8*A £2 is the valuation ring of B) and satisfies the condition of the lemma.

We point out that the value group of B* is the same as the value group of B

and that the residue field of B* is a pure transcendental extension of the residue

field of B, the adjoined transcendentals being the B*-residues of X\, ■ ■ ■ , xm. The

proofs of these assertions are straightforward. We also wish to point out ex-

plicitly that B* depends on the particular set of generators Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xm of £2*/ 0.

Thus, the set of generators cx\, x%, ■ ■ ■ , xm, cC ^, defines an extended valua-

tion of Q* which is different from B*, whenever Vb(c) 5^0.

We apply the above lemma to the fields P, P*, of which the second is a
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pure transcendental extension of P. As generators of P*/P we take the ele-

ments Uij and 77;. Let p be a prime divisor of P/K, By the corresponding valua-

tion of P, By* the extended valuation of P*. If Ai is the residue field of By,

then A*=Ai({m*,}, {t?*}) is the residue field of By*, where the u% and 77* are

the J3*-residues of the Ua and rji. The field Ai contains a subfield simply

isomorphic to K, which we may identify with K. The fields K({m*,}, {77*}),

K({w<,-}, {77;}) are simply isomorphic, in view of the algebraic independence

of the residues «*, rj* with respect to Ai. Hence the valuation B * defines a

prime divisor p* of the field P*/K*, i.e., if K* is taken as ground field and if P*

is regarded as a field of functions of one variable. Hence we have associated

with each prime divisor p of P/K a prime divisor p* of P*/K*:

(1) P^P*.

Since B* is an extension of Bi, it is clear that distinct prime divisors of P/K

extend to distinct prime divisors of P*/K*.

We now consider the field 2*. It is an algebraic extension of P*. Hence

the prime divisor p* factors into a power product of prime divisors of 2*/K*.

Let

(2) p  - ft   • • -Vm ■

The following sections are devoted to the proof of the following assertions:

(A) Each prime divisor ^3;* (t = l, 2, • • • , m) induces in 2 a prime divisor

tyi of the first kind.
(B) The prime divisors $1, ■ • • , $m are distinct.

(C) If Ti is the irreducible VT-y defined on V by the prime divisor then

hiTi+ ■ ■ ■ +hmTm is the member Wp of the pencil {W} which corresponds to the

place p of P/K (in the sense of the definition given in §2).

4. The induced prime divisors We consider one of the prime divisors

"iß,* in (2), say <$*, and we denote by B* the valuation of 2* defined by ^ßi*.

In 2, a subfield of 2*, B* induces a valuation B. Since 2* is of degree of tran-

scendency (r— l)w over 2, the residue field of B* can be at most of degree of

transcendency (r—l)n over the residue field of Bi*). Since the residue field of B*

is an algebraic extension ofK*, it is of degree of transcendency (r— l)n-\-(r— 1)

(8) The proof of this assertion is immediate. Let, quite generally, 2* be an extension field

of a field 2, of degree of transcendency p over 2, and let B and B* be respectively a valuation

of 2 and an extended valuation of 2*. Let us assume that the residue field of B* is of degree of

transcendency ä p over the residue field of B. We consider p elements wi, • • • , we of 2* whose

5*-residues to*, ■ • ■ , 01* are algebraically independent over the residue field A of B. It is clear

that ui, • • • , top are algebraically independent over 2. Hence, by the remark at the end of the

proof of Lemma f, it follows that the residue field of the valuation induced in the field

2(ui, • • • , <op) by the valuation B* is A(ui*, • • • , 01*). Now 2* is an algebraic extension of the

field 2(wi, • • • , up). Hence the residue field of B* is an algebraic extensions of A(«*, • • • , wp*),

and therefore its degree of transcendency over A is exactly p.
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over K. Hence the degree of transcendency of the residue field of B over K

must be not less than r — 1. On the other hand, induces in P the non-trivial

prime divisor P. Hence B, as a non-trivial valuation, is of dimension r — 1. It

defines in 2 a prime divisor "Sßi. Thus the prime divisors $ *, ■ ■ • ,tym induce in

2/K prime divisors Sßi, • • • , ^3m.

We next show that the prime divisors ^i, • • • , $m are of the first kind with

respect to V. Let us consider for instance the divisor We examine separately

two cases, according as the center of (i.e., of the corresponding valuation

[see Footnote 4]) on V is or is not at finite distance.

First case. The center of tyi is at finite distance (i.e., it does not lie in the

hyperplane at infinity). In this case the P-residues £*, < • • , £„* of |i, « ■■•• , £*

are all different from °o. Let u*, in* be the 5*-residues of the elements ua,

These 5*-residues are algebraically independent over K. On the other hand

we have: i?* = m«:£* + ■ • ' Hence r— 1 of the elements |<* must be

algebraically independent over K. This shows that the center of $i on V is

of dimension r— 1, whence     is of the first kind.

Second case. The center oftyi is at infinity. In this case some of the elements

£i have negative values in B. Without loss of generality we may assume that

0>z>b(£i) =min (vB(^i), ■ ■ ■ , 8*£|»)). We consider the following projective

transformation of coordinates:

(3) U = Uh, = fe/fa, * = 2, • • • , n.

With respect to the new nonhomogeneous coordinates £/ the center of $i is

at finite distance. To show that ty\ is of the first kind, we have to show that

among the 5-residues £{*, £2'*, ■ • • , £»* of the £#? there are r— 1 which are

algebraically independent over K. To show this we observe that we have:

(4) m =-

Hence passing to the 5*-residues and noting that the 5-residue of f/ is zero

we find:

(5) u*i + u%%'* + • • • + M*n?n* = 0.

These relations show that the r — l elements u£ belong to the field K({w£},

j>l; £2'*, • • • , £*'*)• Since the {r—\)n elements u% are algebraically inde-

pendent overK, r— 1 of the residues £2'*, • ■ ■ , must be algebraically inde-

pendent overK, q.e.d.

Thus assertion (A) is fully established.

5. Proof of (B). Let us consider one of the divisors      • • • , ^3OT, say

and let, as before, B be the corresponding valuation of 2, while B* is the valu-

ation of 2* defined by "iß*. We know that B* is an extended valuation of B.

We also know that 2* is a pure transcendental extension of 2. By Lemma 1,
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B* is uniquely determined by B if a set of generators of 2* over 2 is known

whose -B*-residues are algebraically independent over the residue field of B.

Since 13 *, • • • , tym are distinct divisors, the assertion (B) will be proved if we

show that it is possible to exhibit such a set of generators which depend only on B.

Let us first suppose that the center of B is at finite distance. The residue field

of B is the field K(£*, ■ • • , £„*), where the £t* are the .B-residues of the

Since the field K( {ufj}, {r»*}) is of degree of transcendency (r — l)w + (r — 1)

over K and since this field is contained in the field K( {«;*}, £*, • • • , £„*), it

follows that the (r —l)w residues ufj are algebraically independent over the

field K(£*, • ■ • , £„*) (since this last field is of degree of transcendency r — 1

over K). Hence, if the center of B is at finite distance, the (r— \)n elements Ui,-

form a set of generators of the desired nature.

Let us now assume that the center of B is at infinity, and let, say,

0>z)b(£i) =min (vb(^i), • • • , z>j?(£„)). In this case the Z?*-residues u*} of the m;,-

are not algebraically independent over the residue field K(£2'*, • • • , £«*) of B,

in view of (5). However, the elements «,-,-, j>l, and ni, ■ ■ ■ , i)r-\ also form a

set of generators of 2* over 2. We assert that the B*-residues of these elements

are algebraically independent over K(£2'*, • • • , £»'*)• To show this, we observe

that in view of the relations (5), the field

A  = K(£2 ,•••,£„; [m,\,J> 1; Ii, • • • , Vr-i)

contains the subfield K( { m4* }, r/i , ■ • • , r)*_i). Since this last field is of degree

of transcendency (r — l)n+(r — 1) over K, and since K(£2'*, ■ • • , £„'*) is of

degree of transcendency r—l over K, it follows that the in— l)r residues of

u*j (j>l), 77*, • ■ • , 17*_i, are algebraically independent overK(£2'*, • • • , £„'*),

q.e.d.

The proof of assertion (B) is now complete.

6. Proof of (C). Let Tu ■ ■ ■ ,Tm be the (r — l)-dimensional irreducible sub-

varieties of V which correspond to the prime divisors ^1, • • • , 13™. Let Wv

be the member of the pencil { W\ which corresponds to the place p of P/K,

in the sense of the definition given in §2. Since each prime divisor 13*, and

hence also each 13;, induces in P/K the prime divisor p, it follows that

Ti, ■ ■ ■ , Tm are components of Wp.

Let t be an element of P which has order 1 at p. Then t, considered as an

element of P*, also has order 1 at p*. In view of (2), t has order hi at 13,*. Since

the value group of the valuation of 2 defined by 13; is the same as the value

group of the valuation of 2* defined by 13t* (see remark at the end of

the proof of Lemma 1), it follows that t has also order hi at 13;. We conclude

that Vi is an hi-fold component of Wp (in the sense of the definition of §2).

To complete the proof of (C), we have to show that if T is an irreducible

component of W$, then T coincides with one of the varieties Ti, • • • , Tm. Let

13 be the prime divisor of 2 defined by T and let B be the corresponding valua-
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tion of 2. Let B* be the extended valuation of B in 2* defined by the following

condition: (1) if T is at finite distance, then the -B*-residues of the (r— l)w

elements Ua are algebraically independent over the residue field of B; (2) if

$ is a divisor at infinity, and if, say, 0>vB(.t;i) =min (i>.b(£i), • • • , vB(%n)),

then the-B*-residuesof the {r—Vjn elements tt,-,-(j>l), • • r/r_i, are alge-

braically independent over the residue field of B.

In view of Lemma 1, the valuation B* is well defined in either case.

We assert that the B*-residues of the elements «,/, rji are algebraically independ-

ent over~K.

Proof. First case. ^ is a divisor at finite distance. Let «*,, t?*, £* de-

note -B*-residues of the corresponding elements Ui,, r\i, We have

It* = ««£*+ " ' ' + • By our construction of -73*, the elements u*} are

algebraically independent over the fieldK(£*, • • ■ , £„*). The rest of the proof

is based on the van der Waerden lemma quoted in Footnote 7 and is identical

with the proof that r/i, ■ • ■ , 7]r-i are algebraically independent over P( {u,j\).

Secdndcase.tyisadivisoratinfinity,andO>vB(£i) =min (Xb(£i), • • *i®jb(|*))-

By our construction of B , the residues u*3,j>\, are algebraically independent

over the field K(£2'*, • ' •% £n'*), where the §/. are given by the relations (3)(9).

By a specialization argument similar to the one used in the preceding case

and based on van der Waerden's lemma, it follows that the r— 1 forms

Me?2*+ • • • +«<*£n* are algebraically independent over the field K( {«*,},

j>l). But these forms are equal to the elements — u*u in view of the rela-

tions (5). Hence the {r—Vjn elements u* are algebraically independent over

K. On the other hand, the residues 77*, • • • , are, by hypothesis, alge-

braically independent over the field K(£2'*, ■ • • , ?»*; {«*}, j>l)- Hence a

fortiori these residues are algebraically independent over the subfield K( {u*}),

and this proves our assertion.

The fact that the 5*-residues «*,, 77 * are algebraically independent overK,

implies that B* is a valuation of 2* over the ground field K*, i.e., B* defines a

prime divisor 15* of 2*/K*. This prime divisor 13* lies over a definite prime di-

visor *p* of P*/K*. To show that 13* coincides with one of the prime divisors

13 *, ■ • • 113m, it is only necessary to show that *p* = p*. Now both p* and *p*

induce in the field P/K one and the same prime divisor, namely p, since, by

hypothesis, T is a component of Wv. In view of Lemma 1, the relation

*p* = p* will follow if we prove that the residues of the (n-\-l)(r — 1) elements

ua, Tj» in the divisor *p* are algebraically independent over the residue field

of the divisor p. But this is obvious, since this last residue field is algebraic

over K and since we have just proved that the _B*-residues of the elements

Uij, t)i are algebraically independent overK. This completes the proof of asser-

tion (C).

7. Order of Wv. Let iji = «iA + • • • +uin£n, t = l, 2, • • • ,r, where the

(9) Note that since V is normal, K(£'*, •••,{»*) ig the residue field of B, and also that

&'*-0.
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nr elements Ua are indeterminates. We define the order of V as the relative

degree [2( {Ui,-}) :K( {Ui,\, r/i, • ■ • , ??,)]. If we apply this definition to each

irreducible component I\ of W$, we can speak of the order of Wv: it shall be,

by definition, the sum of the orders of Ti, ■ • • , F», each counted to its multi-

plicity hi, • • • ., hm, respectively.

Given a field ft of algebraic functions of one variable, over a ground field

K, and given a prime divisor p in fl/K, by the degree of p we mean the relative

degree [A:K], where A is the residue field of p.

From this definition it follows immediately that the prime divisor p of

P/K and the extended prime divisor p* of P*/K* have the same degree, since

the residue field of p* is a pure transcendental extension of the residue field

of p (see Lemma 1 and the application to the fields P, P*, §3). Let d be the

common degree of p and p*. Let du ■ ■ ■ , dm be the degrees of the prime di-

visors^*, • • • , ^)3m respectively. It is well known that the relation (2) implies

(6) vd = hidi + • • • + hmdm,

where v is the relative degree [2*: P*]. The relation (6) has a geometric inter-

pretation, namely, that the right-hand side h\d\-{- ■ ■ ■ -\rh\nd\n is the order

of IF„. To prove this, we have to show that di is the order of V%.

Proof. First case. Y\ is at finite distance. The nonhomogeneous coordinates

of the general point of Ti are £*, • • • , £„*, where the £* are the residues of

the in the valuation B defined by the prime divisor ^3i. The field

A=K(£*, • ■ • , £„*) is the residue field of B. The residue field of the extended

valuation B* in 2* is (§5) K^f, • • • , £ *, {w*,}). The degree of <£i* is the rela-

tive degree

ii- [A({W*}:K({4|, {* })].

Since the u% are algebraically independent over A, the relation above shows

that d\ is also the order of IV

Second case. Yi is at infinity, and 0>^b(£i) = min (z>b(£i), • • • , vB{£n)). In

this case the general point of Ti is (£/*, £2'*, - • •, £*'*), where the £/ are defined

by the transformation (3). But since £/* = 0, Ti actually lies in an 5„_i (in

the hyperplane at infinity of Sn), and the general point of Ti is (£2'*, • • • , ?*'*)•

The field A =K(£2'*, • ■ • , £*'*) is the residue field of B. By §5, the residue field

of B* is A({u%\, j> 1; {r?<*}), and we have

<fx= [A({u*i},j> 1; {r,*}):K({W*}, {,*})].

Since?;!*, • • • , r;r*_i are algebraically independent over the field A({w*,},j>l),

we can also write:

dx = [A({u*j},j> l):K({M*},i> 1; {«n})].

The assertion that di is the order of Ti now follows from the relations (5).
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In view of (6), we may now state the following result: the quotient

order of Wv

degree of p

is the same for all members of the pencil {W\. In the particular case when K

is algebraically closed, the degree of p is always 1, and hence all the members

of the pencil { W\ have the same order.

8. The base points of the pencil { W). A point A of V is said to be a base

point of the pencil { W\ if every Wv is on A. Let A be a point of V and let

Q{A) = 3 be the quotient ring of A. We consider the intersection R = ^C\P.

We prove the following theorem:

A is a base point of \ W\ if and only if the ring R is an algebraic extension

o/K. If A is not a base point of { W}, then there exists one and only one W9 which

passes through A.

Proof. Let us first assume that R contains elements which are transcen-

dental overK, whence R is of degree of transcendency 1 over K. Since V is nor-

mal, 3 is integrally closed in 2. Consequently

(a) R is integrally closed in P.

Since every element of P is algebraic over R, it follows by (a) that

(b) P is the quotient field of R.

Let w be an arbitrary element of R. Since 3 is the quotient ring of a zero-

dimensional ideal, there exists a polynomial/(w), with coefficients in K, such

that/(a>) is a non-unit in 3. Hence l//(w)(JI3> whence l//(<o) is an element of

P which is not in R. Therefore

(c) Ris a proper subring of P.

The non-units of 3 form an ideal. Hence also

(d) The non-units of R form an ideal.

Since P is a field of algebraic functions of one variable, the properties (a), (b),

(c), (d) of R imply that R is a valuation ring. Let p be the corresponding

prime divisor of P/K.

If W is a member of the pencil and if Wt, then W does not pass through

A. For, let T be any irreducible component of W. The quotient ring <2(r)

is the valuation ring of the valuation defined by T (see Footnote 3). Since

W?*Wf, the intersection Q(r)F^P is different from R (this intersection is the

valuation ring associated with a prime divisor of P/K different from p). Hence

<2(r)P\P!})./?, whence Q(T)^\) 3- Therefore A is not on T. Since this holds true

for any component V of W, A is not on TF, as was asserted.

The variety W9 passes through A. Let t be a non-unit of R. Then t is also a

non-unit of 3. Therefore at least one prime factor in the numerator of the

principal divisor (t) must arise from a minimal prime of 3. This minimal

prime corresponds to an irreducible (r — l)-dimensional variety T passing
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through A. The order of t along Y is positive, whence the valuation of 2/K

defined by Y induces in P/K a non-trivial valuation. The corresponding prime

divisor of P/K must coincide with p, since Q(Y)Z)Q(A)Z)R. Hence T is a com-

ponent of W$, and thus Wv is on A.

Let us suppose now that R is an algebraic extension of K. Let p be an

arbitrary prime divisor of P/K. Let / be an element of P which has positive

order at p and nonpositive order at any other prime divisor of P/K. It is well

known that such elements t exist. The element t is transcendental over K.

Hence \/t<X.R, and consequently l//(£3. This implies that one of the prime

factors in the numerator of the principal divisor (/) must arise from an irre-

ducible subvariety Y (of dimension r—V) which passes through A. Since /

has positive order along Y, it follows as before that T is a component of some

member of the pencil, and this member must be W^, since p is the only prime

divisor of P/K at which t has positive order. Hence W9 is on A. Since p was an

arbitrary prime divisor of P/K, we conclude that A is a base point of the pencil

{W}. This completes the proof of our theorem.

It is not difficult to see that the base points of the pencil { W\ form an alge-

braic subvariety of V, of dimension =r — 2. To see this, we fix an element t

in P which is transcendental over K. Let Mi, ■ ■ • , M, and Nx, ■ ■ ■ , Na be

the irreducible (f — l)-dimensional subvarieties of V along which / has respec-

tively positive or negative order, and let H be the intersection of the two

varieties Mi-\- ■ • • +M, and iVi+ • • ■ + A7,. Clearly, H is of dimension

= r — 2. We assert that H is the base locus of the pencil { W\. Namely, if A

is a base point of [W], then, by the preceding proof, neither t nor 1/t can

belong to the quotient ring Q(A), since both / and l/t are transcendentals

over K. Consequently the point A must lie on at least one of the varieties

Mi and also on at least one of the varieties N,-. Therefore A is on H. Con-

versely, assume that A is on H, and let, say, A be on Mi and Nx. It is clear

that Mi belongs to some member W9 of the pencil, such that / has positive

order at p. Similarly Ni belongs to some member W9> of the pencil such that t

has negative order at p'. Hence the point A lies on two distinct members of

the pencil, W$ and WV', and consequently A is a base point.

Remark. Pencil with fixed components. Let To be a fixed (r — l)-dimensional

subvariety of V and let { W} be a pencil. It is convenient to regard also the

collection of varieties W = PF-fTo as a pencil. All members of this new pencil

{ W } have a fixed component, namely To. The base locus of { W} is naturally

no longer of dimension 5=r — 2, since To itself is a part of the base locus.

The pencils considered heretofore are pencils without fixed components.

II. The theorem of Bertini for pencils

9. Composite pencils. Let { W}, { W*} be two distinct pencils on V, both

free from fixed components, and let P, P* be the corresponding subfields of S,

of degree of transcendency 1 over K.
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Definition. The pencil {W\ is composite with the pencil { W*} if P is a

subfield of P*.

The geometric significance of this definition is straightforward. If P is a

subfield of P*, then P* is an algebraic extension of P, since both have degree

of transcendency 1 overK. Given a prime divisor p of P/K, it factors in P*/K:

(7) p = >r • • • »r,
where, if p is of degree d and p,* is of degree d*, then p\d* + • ■ ■ -\-psd? = vd,

v= [P*: P]. Consider the varieties W9, If T* is an irreducible component

of Wy, then T* is also a component of W9, since p* lies over p. Moreover, if

r* occurs in W*< to the multiplicity hi, it must occur in W9 to the multiplicity

hiPi, since if an element of P has order 1 at p, it has order p.- at p.*. Finally,

if r is an irreducible component of W9 and if is the corresponding prime

divisor of 2, then induces in P the prime divisor p. Therefore must induce

in P* one of the prime divisors p *, and consequently T is a component of one

of the varieties W*'. We conclude that

Wv - ptWtt-r ■ ■ ■ + PsWt;,

i.e., if the pencil { W\ is composite with the pencil { W*}, then every W consists

of a certain number of members of the pencil { W*}.

In general this number pi+ • • • +p, depends on W9. But if K is algebrai-

cally closed, then d = d* = l, whence pi+ • • • +p, = v, the relative degree

[P*:P](10). For particular prime divisors p it may happen that pi+ • ■ • +P«

= 1, i.e., that W9 itself is a member of the pencil { W*}. This can happen even

for infinitely many prime divisors p. But it is easily seen that there always

exist infinitely many prime divisors p for which pi-f- • • • +p„>l, so that in a

composite pencil there always exist infinitely many W9 which are reducible over

K(»).

(10) There is one case in which our definition of composite pencils must be slightly modified.

It is the case in which 2 is a field of functions of one variable. Since 2 itself is of degree of tran-

scendency 1, it can be taken as field P and it therefore defines a pencil of zero-dimensional

varieties on the curve V. This pencil is nothing else than the Riemann surface R of 2, and every

other pencil on V would be, according to our definition, composite with R. To avoid this un-

desirable conclusion, one must define composite pencils on an algebraic curve (i.e., composite

involutions of sets of points) by the condition that the field P defining the pencil is not a maximal

subfield of 2.

(u) Proof. Let x be a transcendental element of P and let <B and @* denote the rings of

integral functions of x in P and in P* respectively. Let to be a primitive element of ©*, with re-

spect to P, which is not algebraic over K, and let D be the discriminant of the base

f, co, • • • , a/-1. Let p* be a prime ©*-ideal at which the residue of co is an element of K and

such that D ^0 (p*). There exist infinitely many such prime ideals p* since K contains infinitely

many elements and since the numbers of prime divisors of P* which are at infinity with respect

to S* is finite. Let finally p* f| © =p. The assumption Df£0 (p) implies that 1, to,■» • • , to"-1
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The condition that { W} is composite with {IF*} implies, at any rate,

that the field P is not maximally algebraic in 2, since P* is a proper algebraic

extension of P. Conversely, if P is not maximally algebraic in 2, and if P*

denotes the relative algebraic closure of P in 2, then P* is of degree of tran-

scendency 1 over K, and the pencil { W\ is composite with pencil {T47*} de-

fined by P*. Hence, a pencil [W] is composite (with some other pencil) if

and only if the field P which defines it is not maximally algebraic in 2.

10. Theorem of Bertini (for pencils). If a pencil [w], free from fixed

components, is not composite, then all but a finite number of members of the pencil

are irreducible varieties {over K).

For the proof we first establish two very simple lemmas, probably well

known.

Lemma 2. If ¥ is a maximally algebraic subfield of a field 2 and if

2* = 2(xi, • • • , xm) is a pure transcendental extension of 2, then P(xi, • ■ •, xm)

is maximally algebraic in 2*.

Proof. It is clearly sufficient to prove the lemma for m = l. Let then

2* = 2(x), x a transcendental over 2, and let t—f(x)/g(x) be an element of

2(x) which is algebraic over P(x). We assume that/(x) and g(x) are relatively

prime (in 2 [x]). We have to prove that / is an element of P(x). Consider first

the case 2£2 (whence / and g are elements of 2). Since / is algebraic over

P(x), it must be already algebraic over P, since otherwise x would be algebraic

over P(i), and this is impossible, since P(/)C2. Hence ££P, since P is maxi-

mally algebraic in 2.

Let us now assume that t is not in 2. Then t, being a transcendental over

2, is a fortiori transcendental over P. But t is by hypothesis algebraic over

P(x). Consequently x is algebraic over P(/)- Let /(x)=a0x"-(- • ■ • +a„,

g(x) =b0xn-\- ■ ■ ■ +£>„; a0,ba not both zero, and a,-, i,£S. Then

x"(b0t - o0) + ■ ■ ■ + (bj - a„) = 0,

is the irreducible equation for x over 2(/) (since/(x) and g(x) are relatively

prime in 2[x]). The n roots of this equation are among the conjugates of x

over P(/), since P(i)C2(/). Consequently, the quotients

bot — Go
are algebraic over P(t).

Without loss of generality we may assume that b0?*0 (we may replace t

by l/t). If we write down the algebraic equation for f,- over Y(t), then after

constitute an ©p-module basis for ©J*. Hence if co = e(t))and if A, A* denote the residue fields

at p and p* respectively (A = @/p, A*=©*/*>*)> then A* = A(c), i.e., A* = A, since cGKCA.

This of course implies that ©*p j^p*, because ©*p =p* would imply the relation [a*: a] = v.
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clearing the denominators we get an algebraic equation for t over 2. This

must be an identity, since t is transcendental over 2. If we equate to zero the

leading coefficient of this equation in t, we find that &,/£>o is algebraic over P.

But since P is maximally algebraic in 2, it follows that bi/bo is an element of P.

Hence we may write g(x) = b0-gi(x), where gi(x)£P[x].

If also ao5^0, then replacing t by l/t we conclude in the same fashion that

f(x) = a0fi(x), fi{x) £ P [x ]. We have now

_ a0 fi(x)
/   — • *

bo gi(x)

Since t is algebraic over P(x) and since/i(x)/gi(x)£P(x), it follows that a0/b0

is algebraic over P(x). But since ao/&o£2, it follows by the preceding case

that a0/&o£P, whence j£P(x). If <i0 = 0, then we replace t by c+t where c£P

and c5^0. Then c+t is a quotient of two polynomials, (cg+f)/g, of the same

degree. By the preceding case ao^O, it follows that c+r£P(x), whence also

/£P(x). This completes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 3. Letf{x\, ■ ■ ■ , x„) be an irreducible polynomial in P[xi, • • • , xn],

where P is afield, and let 2 denote the field P(£i, • ■ • , £„) defined by the equation

/On, ■ • • , £b)=0. If P is maximally algebraic in 2, then the polynomial

f(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn) is absolutely irreducible.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that / remains irreducible for any finite

extension £2 of P. The lemma is trivial when the field £2 is a pure transcen-

dental extension of P: £2=P(«i, ■ • • , um). Moreover, in this case, if 2* de-

notes the field £2(£i, • • • , £„), then 2* is a pure transcendental extension of 2,

namely: 2* = 2(wi, ■ • • , um). Since P is maximally algebraic in 2, it follows,

by the preceding lemma, that £2 is maximally algebraic in 2*. We conclude

that it is sufficient to prove the lemma for finite algebraic extensions of P. But

in this case the lemma follows from a more general result concerning the be-

havior of prime ideals under algebraic extensions of the ground field (Zariski

[5, Theorem 3, p. 198]).

11. Proof of the theorem of Bertini. The notation being that of §3, let

f be any element of 2* and let

(8) F({«.,■}, M,t) = 0

be the irreducible equation for f over the field P* (= P( {w,, }, {r/, })). We may

assume that F is an irreducible polynomial in P [ {u{,•}, f ]. Since 2* is a

pure transcendental extension of 2 and since, by hypothesis, P is maximally

algebraic in 2, it follows, by Lemma 2, that P is also maximally algebraic in

2*. Hence, a fortiori, P is maximally algebraic in the field P({m;,-}, {rji}, f)>

a subfield of 2*. By Lemma 3, we conclude that the polynomial F is absolutely

irreducible:
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Let a, b, ■ ■ ■ be the coefficients of the general polynomial in the argu-

ments {«.-,■}, {vi}> f> of the same degree as F (a,b, ■ ■ ■ are indeterminates).

Let a0, b0, ■ ■ ■ be the corresponding coefficients of F (a0, b0, ■ ■ ■ are elements

of P). There exists a finite number of finite sets of polynomials in a, b, ■ ■ ■ ,

with rational coefficients, say

{Gn(a, b, ■ ■ • ), Gi2(a, b, ■■■),■■■ }, i = 1, 2, • • • , p,

with the following property, that if F*({ua\, {??<}, f) is a polynomial, of

the same degree as F, with coefficients a, ß, ■ ■ ■ in some field £2, a neces-

sary and sufficient condition that F* be reducible in some extension of £2 is

that Gn(a, ß, ■ ■ ■ )=Gi2(a, ß, ■ ■ ■ ) = • ■ • =0, for at least one value of i

(i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , p). Since F is absolutely irreducible, it follows that for each i

at least one of the elements

Gn(aB, b0, ■ • ■ ), Ga(ao, b0, ■■■),•• •

is different from zero. These are elements of P. If then p is a prime divisor of

P/K, and if a0*, b0*, ■ ■ ■ denote the residues of a0, b0, ■ ■ ■ at p, then in the first

place for all but a finite number of divisors p the residues öo*, bo*, ' ' ' wl'l De

all finite. In the second place, if an additional finite set of prime divisors p is

avoided, the expressions G,i(a0*, b0*, ■ • • ), Ga(ao*, bo*, • • • ) will not be all

zero, for any i = \, 2, ■ ■ ■ , p. Hence the resulting relation between the B*-

residues uf, rj*, £"*:

(9) h»|*r*) = 0
remains absolutely irreducible, and in particular is irreducible over the residue

field a of p. Here B* is the valuation of S* defined by one of the divisors |S,*

in (2), say by ^ßi*.

Let now f be a primitive element of 2* over P*. Then F is of degree v

in X, where v= [2*:P*]. Again, with the exception of a finite number of di-

visors p, the equation (9) will also be of degree v in f*. Since this equation is

irreducible, it follows that the relative degree of the residue field a* of "p*

with respect to the field a( \ u* }, {rj *}) is at least v. But this last field is the

residue field of the prime divisor p* of P*/K*, and the relative degree in ques-

tion cannot therefore exceed the relative degree [2*:P*]. Hence

(10) [**:*({«*,•}, {*])]

Now the relative degree [a:K] is equal to d, where d is the degree of p. Since

the u*j, 7]* are algebraically independent over a, it follows that a( \u*}, { Vi})

is also of relative degree d over the field K({m*}, {jif}). Hence, by (10),

[a*:£({«*/}, {„*})] = vd.

But the left-hand side of this relation is the relative degree di of Hence
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di = vd. Comparing with the relation (6) of §7, we conclude that m = 1, h\ = 1,

whence W9 = Ti, and Wp is an irreducible subvariety of V. Since this holds true

for all but a finite number of prime divisors of P/K, the proof of the theorem

of Bertini is complete.

12. Absolutely irreducible members of a non-composite pencil. In this

section we wish to prove the following theorem:

i/K is not maximally algebraic in 2, then every irreducible subvariety of V

is absolutely reducible. 7/K is maximally algebraic in 2, and if { W\ is a non-

composite pencil free from fixed components, then a Wp is absolutely reducible

if the degree of p is > 1, while, with a finite number of exceptions, all Wt corre-

sponding to prime divisors of degree 1 are absolutely irreducible.

For the proof of this theorem, we first recall the definition of absolute irre-

ducibility. An irreducible variety Fin an Sn(xi, • • ■ , xn), over a ground field

K, is given by a prime ideal p in the polynomial ring 3 =K[xi, • • • , sc]. The

variety V is absolutely irreducible if p remains prime under any extension K*

of the ground field K; i.e., if 3*P is prime, 3*=K*[sci, • • • , sc]. In the con-

trary case, F is absolutely reducible. We now derive a necessary and sufficient

condition for absolute irreducibility:

Lemma 4. A necessary and sufficient condition in order that V be absolutely

irreducible is that K be maximally algebraic in the field 2 of rational functions

on F(12).

Proof. The condition is sufficient. If K* is an algebraic extension of K, then

the sufficiency of the condition follows from the quoted theorem in [5, p. 198].

If K* is a pure transcendental extension of K, K*=K(«i, • • • , um), 3*P is

prime unconditionally. Moreover, if 3*P = P*> then the quotient field 2* of

3*/p* coincides with the field 2(mi, • • • , um), a pure transcendental extension

of 2. By Lemma 2, if K is maximally algebraic in 2, K* will be maximally

algebraic in 2*. Hence p* remains prime under any algebraic extension of K*.

The condition is necessary. Let Ö be an element of 2 which is algebraic

over K, and let F(ö)=0 be the irreducible equation for Ö over K. Let

öi, ■ • • , ö„_i be conjugates of Ö over K, where g is the degree of F. We take

as field K* the field K(ö, öi, ■ • • , ö„_i). Since ö£ 2, there must exist a quotient

(b/f (</>, ^EK[«i, ■ • • , xn]), \p^0 (p), such that^eF(<p/V0 = O (p). This equa-
tion factors in 3*: ■ ■ ■ (<p-0„_i^) = O (3*P)- Now, by hy-

pothesis, 3*P is prime. Hence one of the factors <p — B$ (0o=ö) must be in

3*p- Since 3*P is invariant under all automorphisms of K* overK, it follows

that all the g factors <p—Q$ must be in 3*P- This implies that g is 1, since

di^dj if i^j and since \p^G (p). Hence Ö£K, and this shows that K is maxi-

mally algebraic in 2.

(l2) fn Lemma 3 we have proved the sufficiency of this condition in the special case of prin-

cipal ideals (/).
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We now pass to the proof of the theorem stated at the beginning of this

section.

Let us first assume that K is not maximally algebraic in 2 (whence V it-

self is absolutely reducible). Since V is normal, the relative algebraic closure

K of K in 2 must be contained in the integrally closed ring o=K[£i, • ■ • , £„].

Hence K is also contained in the quotient ring o/p of any prime o-ideal p.

Hence K is not maximally algebraic in the field of rational functions on the

subvariety defined by p. Thus we conclude that in the present case V does

not carry at all absolutely irreducible subvarieties. Note that the hypothesis

that V is normal was essential in the proof.

We now consider the more interesting case in which the ground field K

is maximally algebraic in 2. Let p be a prime divisor of P/K, of degree d>\.

We show that not only W9 but also any irreducible component V of Wv is ab-

solutely reducible. Namely, the field A of rational functions on V is the residue

field of the prime divisor *iß defined by V (since V is normal). Since $J induces

in the field P the given prime divisor p, A contains the residue field of p. But

since d > 1, this last residue field is a proper algebraic extension of K. Hence K

is not maximally algebraic in A, and V is absolutely reducible.

There remains to consider the prime divisors p of degree 1. For these it is

not difficult to see that the construction used in the proof of the theorem of

Bertini actually leads to varieties TF„ which are not only irreducible over K

but are also absolutely irreducible. In fact, in the first place we have the ab-

solutely irreducible equation (9). The coefficients of this equation are ele-

ments of the residue field of p, i.e., in the present case, elements of K. The

absolute irreducibility of (9) implies, by Lemma 4, that K is maximally alge-

braic in the field K({m*,}, {t;,*}, f*). In the second place, we may assume

(avoiding a finite set of prime divisors p) that the equation (9) is of degree v

in f, where v= [2*: P*]. Then the field K( {u*, \, {rjt}, f*) coincides with the

residue field A* of 'iß* (since this residue field is at most of relative degree v

with respect to the residue field of p*, and since this last residue field is

K({v*}))- We conclude that K is maximally algebraic in A*. Since

the field A of rational functions on the irreducible W9 is a subfield of A*, it

follows that K is maximally algebraic in A and that consequently W9 is ab-

solutely irreducible (Lemma 4).

III. Linear systems of arbitrary dimension

13. Definitions. A pencil {w} is linear if the corresponding field P is a

simple transcendental extension of K (if { W\ has fixed components, P is the

field which defines the pencil obtained from { W\ by deleting these fixed com-

ponents).

Let us assume that {W} is linear, and let P=K(<), t a transcendental

overK, i£2. From our definition of a pencil, given in §2, it follows that our

linear pencil { W\ can be obtained in the following fashion. Let p be a prime
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divisor of P/K and let us assume that p is not the divisor at infinity of (t).

Let/(/*) =0 be the irreducible equation over K, of degree d, satisfied by the

residue /* of t at p. Here d is the degree of p. The principal divisor (/(/)) in 2

can be written in the form:

(ii) (fit)) = wt,

where Sip, 21«, are integral divisors (of the first kind) and 21«, is the denominator

of the principal divisor (t) and is independent of p. The member W9 of the

pencil { W}, outside of possible fixed components, is the subvariety of V which

corresponds to the integral divisor 2l„. If p is the prime divisor where / becomes

infinite, then 2lp=2(0o and d = l.

Suppose now that we consider only those prime divisors of P/K which are of

degree d = l. Then f(t) =c0t + Ci, c0, Ci£K, and we will have

(cot + ci) = — •

This suggests a possible definition of a linear pencil which is different from

ours. Namely one could define { W] as the set of all Wv for which p is of de-

gree 1. This is the customary definition in classical algebraic geometry. Unless

K is algebraically closed, these usual pencils are proper subsets of our pencils.

They are defined by the linear one-parameter family of functions: c0t-\-Ci(n).

We use this customary procedure as a basis for the definition of linear systems.

This definition is well known. We consider namely a finite set of functions in

2, say ti, • • ■ , ts, such that 1, h, • • • , t, are linearly independent overK. For

arbitrary constants Co, Ci, ■ • ■ , cs in K, not all zero, let

co + Cih + • • • + csts = 2f(c)/2IK,

where 21 (C) and 21«» are integral divisors (of the first kind) and where 21«, is inde-

pendent of the c's. Let Wic) be the (r— l)-dimensional subvariety of V which

corresponds to 2l(C). The totality of all TF(C), as the constants c; vary in K,

is called a linear system of dimensions s, and is denoted by | W\. It is clear

that 2(oo itself is a particular 21(C), namely for c0 = 1, Ci = ■ ■ • =cs = 0. It is also

clear that we can always assume that no prime factor of 2I„ occurs in all %ic)

and that by this condition 21« is uniquely determined. The system \ W\ is then

free from fixed components. If 21«, is chosen in this fashion, and if 2 is an arbi-

trary fixed integral divisor, then 21 <C) ■ S/21M • 8 is another representation of the

principal divisor (c0+Cit-\- ■ ■ ■ +cet), but it is not in reduced form. The sys-

tem I IF! defined by this representation would have as fixed component the

(r — l)-dimensional subvariety which corresponds to 2.

(13) All the results proved in the preceding sections continue to hold for these pencils, ex-

cept the property that through each point of V there passes at least one W$.
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We note that if | W\ is free from fixed components and if

31 m m*\ • • .

then each ti has at order Si —A/, and at least one function U must have

at 'poo,- order exactly equal to — hj.

One more remark. If we pass from h, ■ ■ ■ , ts to another set of functions

Ti, ■ • • , t„, by a nonsingular transformation of the form

dio + dah + ■ ■ ■ + di,t,
Ti =-■-■->

rfoO "t" ^01^1 "4" " ' '  "t* dosta

then the functions 1, Ti, • • • , ts define the same linear system | W\. Namely,

we will have

(b0 + bin + ■ ■ ■ + bsT,) = ——— i
3l(<i0J)

where c} = &o<2oj+Mij + • ■ ■

14. Composite linear systems. Let £2 = K(fi, ■ • ■ , ts) and let us assume

that £2 is of degree of transcendency 1 over K. Let us see what geometric prop-

erty of I W\ corresponds to this assumption. We shall also assume that | W\

is free from fixed components.

Let {z} be the pencil (free from fixed components) defined by the field £2.

Let t=Co-\-Cit\-\r ■ ■ ■ -\-cata, where Co, ■ ■ ■ , c3 are arbitrary but fixed con-

stants. The field K(t) = P defines a pencil { W }, free from fixed components.

It is clear that each W is either a W, or becomes a W after a certain fixed

component Mo is added to each W. Namely, if t has order — at ^}Ml-

(i = l, 2, • • • , m), and if T«,; is the irreducible VT-\ which corresponds to

tyxi, then W' + (hi — qi)TKi+ • • ■ +(/?» — gm)r„B is a I47, for each member W

of the pencil {W'\.

Let the pencil {W' + M0} be denoted by {W}. We have that P either

coincides with £2 or is a subfield of £2. Let us first assume that { W\ has no

fixed components. We assert that in this case ¥ is a proper subfield of £2, pro-

vided s>l.

To show this, let us assume the contrary. Each ti is then an element of

K(f), say ti=fi(t)/gi(t), where/i and g,- are assumed to be relatively prime.

Let t—d be a factor of gi(i), if gi is of degree Si 1. Let be a prime divisor of

2/K which occurs in the numerator of the principal divisor (t—d). Since { W]

has no fixed components, and hence also t — d, becomes infinite along each

of the varieties Tod, • ■ • , Txm. Consequently ^ 9^^xi, i = 1, 2, • • • , m. On the

other hand, since t—d is a factor of gi(t), ti is infinite at the divisor "iß, and this

is impossible since f< can become infinite only at       • • • , ^«»m-

Hence gi(t) is of degree zero, i.e., ti=fi(t). Let Vi be the degree of fi(t).

Again, since { W) is free from fixed components, the order of / at       is ex-
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actly —hj. Hence the order of t, at tyxj is exactly —hjV. But this order is at

most —hj. Hence v^l. Thus each ti is of the form: ti = dio-\-dat, and if 5>1

this is impossible, since 1, h, • • • , t, are linearly independent over K. This

proves our assertion.

Since {W] has no fixed components, every W is a W, and since ß is a

proper algebraic extension of P, {W} is composite with the pencil \Z\. We

have therefore proved that each W decomposes into a certain number of vari-

eties Z, provided W belongs to some subpencil of | W\ which is free from fixed

components. But it is clear that there exists such a pencil for each W. Namely,

let W= WM and let W^') be a IF which has no components in common with

W(c). We put

Co + cih + • • • + c,t,
t =-

Co' + cih + • • • + cit,

It is then clear that the pencil determined by the field K(7) is contained in the

linear system | W\, is free from fixed components, and that WM and W(C') are

members of that pencil.

In conclusion, we have proved that if s > 1 and if K(tu ■ ■ ■ , ts) is of degree

of transcendency 1 over K, then each member of the linear system | W\ (free

from fixed components) decomposes into a certain number of varieties Z. We

say that | W\ is composite with the pencil \Z\.

15. The theorem of Bertini for linear systems. We shall say that a linear

system | W\ is reducible if each member W of the system is reducible over K.

We shall say that | W\ is absolutely reducible, if each W '\s absolutely reducible.

Theorem of Bertini. A reducible linear system \W\, free from fixed

components, is necessarily composite with a pencil. 7/K is maximally algebraic

in S, then the assumption that \ W\ is reducible can be replaced by the weaker

assumption that [ W\ is absolutely reducible.

For linear systems of dimension 1 this theorem has already been proved in

§§11 and 12. In order to prove this theorem for system of dimension s>l, we

first prove a lemma.

Lemma 5. Let 2 be a field of algebraic functions of r independent variables,

r>l, and let the ground field K be maximally algebraic in 2. If x\, ■ ■ ■ , x„,

Kp^r are algebraically independent elements of 2 (over K) and if we put

Xi -: caxi + ■ ■ ■ + CipXp,        i = 1, 2, • • • , p — 1,

then for non-special constants c,j in K, the field K(«i, • • ■ , xp_i) is maximally

algebraic in 2.

Proof. If the lemma is true for p = 2, then for non-special constants ft, c2

the field K =~K.(c\X\-\-C2X2) is a maximally algebraic subfield of 2, and the de-
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gree of transcendency of 2 over K is r — 1. If, say, Cij^O, then x2, ■ ■ ■ , xp are

algebraically independent over K, and hence replacing K by K we achieve a

reduction from p to p — 1. Therefore it is sufficient to prove the lemma for

p = 2.
Let 2' be the relative algebraic closure of the field K(xi, x2) in 2. We may

conduct the proof under the assumption that 2'= 2, for if K(ciXi + c2X2) is

maximally algebraic in 2', then it is also maximally algebraic in 2. Hence

we may assume that r = 2 and that therefore 2 is an algebraic extension of

K(xi, x2). Since we are dealing with fields of algebraic functions, 2 is a finite

extension of K(xi, X2).

Let x = xi+cx2, c£K, and let ßc denote the relative algebraic closure of the

field K(x) in 2. We shall prove that for all but a finite number of elements c in

K the field ßc coincides with K(x). This result will establish the lemma.

Let 2C= ßc(x2). We have

K(xi, x2) CZtCS.

Since 2 is a finite algebraic extension of K(xi, X2) and since for each c in K

the field 2C is between K(xi, x2) and 2, it follows that there is only a finite

number of distinct fields 2e(14). Therefore, for all but a finite number of ele-

ments c in K, it is true that for a given c in K there exists another element d

in K, dr^c, such that 2C = 2<j. We proceed to prove that for any such element c

in K, the field ßc coincides with K(x).

We may identify xi+cx2 and xi+^X2 with xi and X2 respectively, since

c^d. The fields ßc and ß„> are now the relative algebraic closures in 2 of the

fields K(xi) and K(x2) respectively. They shall be denoted by ßi and ß2 re-

spectively. Similarly we put 2i= ßi(x2), 22= ß2(xi). We have, by hypothesis,

2i = 22 = 2*. The field K was assumed to be maximally algebraic in 2. Hence

K is also maximally algebraic in ß2. Since 2* (= 22) is a pure transcendental

extension of ß2, it follows, by Lemma 2 of §10, thatK(xi) is maximally alge-

braic in 2*. But 2* = 20 ßi and ßi is algebraic over K(xi). Hence ßi=K(xi),

as was asserted.

16. Proof of the theorem of Bertini. By a linear homogeneous transforma-

tion on hi • • • 1 t, we may arrange matters so that h becomes infinite on Txi

(i—l, 2, • • • , m) to the highest order hi. We consider the pencil { W\ con-

tained in the system | W\ and defined by the functions 1, h-\-ctu where c£K.

For all but a finite number of constants c in K, h-\-cti becomes infinite on T„i

to the order hi. Avoiding the exceptional constants c, we may therefore assert

that the pencil { TF} is free from fixed components and consequently coincides

with the pencil determined by the field K(h + cti). However, the pencil { TF}

contains only those varieties IF„ which correspond to prime divisors (3 of

(14) Note that K is of characteristic zero and hence that S is a separable extension of

K(xi, X2). If we did not assume that K is of characteristic zero we could not assert that there is

only a finite number of fields between K(*i, £2) and S.
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K(<i+di) which are of degree 1. Let K* be the relative algebraic closure of K in

2, and let { W*} be the pencil defined by the field 'K*(t\-\-cti). Again we include

in {W*} only those varieties W** which correspond to prime divisors p* of

~K*(h-\-ctt) which are of degree 1. If we identify the fields K(/i+cf<), K*(h+ctt)

with the fields P, P* respectively, of §9, we notice that if p is of degree 1,

then p extends to a unique prime divisor of p* of P*, i.e., we will have in (7):

5 = 1, pi= 1. Hence each member of the pencil [W] is also a member of the pencil

{ W*}. By hypothesis, each W is reducible over K. Hence, by the theorem of

Bertini for pencils, the field K*(ti-\-cti) is not maximally algebraic in 2. The

same conclusion holds true if K*=K and if each W is absolutely reducible,

in view of the theorem of §12. Since this is true for all but a finite number of

constants c in K, it follows, by Lemma 5, that t\ and ti are algebraically de-

pendent overK*, and hence also overK. Since this holds for i = 2, ■ ■ ■ , s and

since t\ is a transcendental over K, it follows that the field K(<i, • • • , ts) is an

algebraic extension of K(7i) and is therefore of degree of transcendency 1,

q.e.d.
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